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SIMULATION OF ORE TRANSPORT AND HANDLING
INTRODUCTION

computer simulation of complex systems has been used for' a number' of
yeaz:'s in many environments to assess operating constz:aints and capacity expansion proposals"
rhe most significant advantage of simulation
as a planning tool is the ability to answez:' complicated "what if?"
type questions, in particulaz:, highlighting effects in other parts of
the system undeI:' study, that may not be appaz:'ent in a simple analysis,
The increasing pawez: of today's micro-computers effectively puts into
the hands of the analyst or' investigator, computing powez:' available on
mainfr'ame machines only 5-10 years ago..
In addition, today's simulation software provides facilities that enable gx"aphic displays of systems to be pr'esented in ways that operating and management personnel
can undez:'stand and relate to, ovetcoming one of the simulation
analyst's greatest problems - clearly conveying the r'esul ts of a
modelling study.
This paper pr'esents some general findings of a series of simulation
studies car'z:'ied out by the Ht" Newman Mining Company, discusses the
stz:'ucture of the models const:t:'llcted and the languages used in simulating and investigating the oper'a tions of a large iron ore railing,
processing and shipping project"
The Pilbara Regjon

The Pilbaz:a region of Weste:t:'n Australia supplies ir'on ore to steelmakers in Australia, Asia and Europe and supports four' private mining
operations, each operating their own mines, railways and shipping
facilities as outlined below ..
tABLE 1
Cgmpany

PILBARA IRON ORE PRODUCERS

Ra.i.l.

1

Sbippjnq

TbrpllQbpllt

Mt., Newman
Mining

Newman

420km

Por't Hedland

35-40mtpy

Hamer'sley
Iron

Tom Pz:ice
Paraburdoo

389km

Dampier

40-45mtpy

Robe River Pannawonica 185km
Iron Assoc"

Cape Lambez:'t

15-20mtpy

Goldswoz:'thy Shay Gap
Mining

POI:'t Hedland

5-10mtpy

179km

2

Australian iz:'on ore exports for CY1987 totalled 83.5 million tonnes,
gener'ating expoz:'t z:evenue of AS 1" 7 billion (WAIOICC, p2)

1 Souz:'ce: Railways of Austr'alia, 1988 Yeaz:book and Per'sonnel Dix'ectory
2 Estimated from data in WAIOICC, Information Paper No" 13"
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The opeJ:'ations of all four producers aJ:e basically similar, differing
only in minor ways depending on the location and type of ore deposit
and degree of processing carJ:'ied out at the r'ailhead..
This apparent
duplication of infrastructure is the result of several factoJ:'s,
not
the least of which is isolation.. The nearest Australian capital city
is per'th, some 1300km by air and 1800km by road from Port Hedland"
Each mine and port site requires accommodation for the workforce and
their families as well as support services in the form of retail facilities and public utilities" Government policy during the development
phase of the industry favoured decentralisation and
the prime
customers, the Japanese steel producers, encouraged the separate
developments on the basis of r'educed likelihood of interr'uptions to
supply fr'om such events as cyclones affecting all producer's simultaneously.
The highly competitive natuJ:'e of the international ir'on ore trade has
sharply focus sed the attention of the Pilbar'a pr'oducers On maximising
the utilisation of the existing railway' and shipping infrastructure"
Recent agr'eements between China and Easter'n European customers point
to an emerging trend in new project development,
A World Bank study (
Fr'anz et al, 1986) concluded that. based on the demand forecasts
assumed at the time,
there wer'e about twenty potential new projects,
with a total capacity of over 200 million tonnes, available for' a base
case requirement of only 15 million tonnes additional capacity and
that only one OJ:' possibly two of these pr'ojects wer'e likely to be
implemented.. The study suggested that these additional pr'ojects were
likely to be expansions or additions to existing mines due to the
significantly lower capital costs ..

The Mt. Ngwman Hi Di Dg CompaDlr

The Mt .. Newman Mining Company Pty, Ltd. (MNM) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Broken Hill Pr'opr'ietary Company (BHP) and operates the
Mt. Newman Joint Venture on behalf of the ownez:'s (BHP - 85%, Mitsui e" Itoh 15%),
Mining is concentrated at the Ht" Whaleback mine site, however smaller
deposits have been opened nearby as additional ore sour'ces"
Ihe company operates a 420 kilometre long private railway between the mine at
Newman and the ore dumping, processing and shipping facilities at Port
Hedland on the coast"
Traffic on the railway mainline is contr'olled
from a Centralised Traffic ContJ:'ol at Port Hedland and consists of up
to six 240 car Locotr'ol3 tr'ains daily, hauled by four GE Dash 7 or
five ALCO M636 diesel electric locomotives. The gross tr'ailing load
of a Locotz:ol train can be in excess of 32,000 tonnes making them the
longest, heaviest trains in oper'ation in Australia.
Scheduled round
tr'ip time for a train from the Por't to Mine and return is approxi-·
mately 20 hours.

3 Locotr'ol is a system whereby unmanned slave locomotives, usually
located1half to two-thirds down the train are controlled by radio from
the lead locomotive Irains ar'e manned by a two-man cz:'ew ..
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The Port operations department is responsible for train unloading or
dumping, cI:'ushing, screening and stacking of the two main products
(lumps and fines) and the loading of ships.
The record MNM car'go,
loaded into a single vessel, was 234,544 tonnes in May, 1988.
As well
as the scale problems associated with such a project, ther'e is also a
quality consideration" The railed product is blended with mater'ial
alr'eady in the stockyard to form stockpiles of shippable ore conforming to specified gI:ade characteristics
In addition to the iron grade
(62-65% Fe), impurities such as phosphor'ous, silica and alumina have
to be kept within fine toleI:ances to avoid disr'upting the steel making
oper'ation at the customer's 'rw~o:.:r~k~S~.:,
Figur'e 1 opposite presents a simplified diagram
of the ore flow thr'ough
the Por't
fl: om the car'
dumper to the shiploader"
The
current
stockyard
configur'ation allows for
a working capacity
of
approximately 5 million
tonnes of ore to be held,
howeveI:'
during
the
industry
downturn
in
1983-84,
total
stocks
exceeded
7
million
tonnes"
The
problem
being addr'essed is the
management of the differences between
railing
and
shipping
tonnages
while
maintaining
the
pr'oduct
quality
and
grade"
The simulation
models r'ole is to quan-·
tify
the
effects
of
alteI:'native
management
st.x:'ategies"

EJ- - 8
CD03~

FIG 1: PORT HEDLAND ORE FLOW

STMJJYJ\TIQN lJ\NGUAGE

J)eyelggmept .o.f. Simulation Languages
Simulation of manufacturing and continuous processes has been pr::'actised over the last two decades for p.x:edicting bottle-necks, production rates and resou.x:'ce utilisation" Early
models we.x:'e written in
gener'al pur'pose languages such as F'ORTRAN, ALGOL and COBOL, howevex:
these models tended to be bulky, hard to amend and gener'ally not
portable between machines (unless identical).,
Specific simulation
languages such as GPSS, SIMSCRIPT and SIMULA wex:'e developed in the
1960' sand over'came many of these difficulties"
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As the microcomputer has become more powerful and capable of accessing
more memory, new simulation languages have evolved, often derived fx:'om
main-fz:'ame based languages
GASP, SLAM, SIMAN and SEE-WHY run on
microcomputers and provide the researcher with a relatively cheap,
flexible, portable environment for developing simulation models
(see
Arthur et al, 1986)"
The development of high I:'esolution graphics for microcomputeI:'s has
added another dimension to simulation modelling.
One of the shortcomings of the simulation appz:'oach has been that outputs have typically
taken the form of summary statistics or simple graphs
Although these
statistics are necessary to draw conclusions, they provide little or
no insight into the dynamic intez:'actions within a model.
Animation of
a simulation model using high I:'esolution gz:aphics solves this problem
It enables the analyst to moz:'e easily verify the model (the analyst
can literally "see" where it goes wz:'ong and fix the suspect program
code or data accordingly) and it helps "sell the solution".
'Ihe client can satisfy himself that the model does in fact I:'epz:'esent the
system under study without having to wade through mountains of
printout"

1:hll Jliman Sj mu! at; on Language
rhe SIMAN (SIMulation ANalysis) language was chosen by MNM as a micI:ocomputez: based simulation language because of its I:'ecent development,
its ability to z:'un on an IBM PC and the suppoz:'t and expertise
available in Australia" A model developed in SIMAN could be animated
using the CINEMA animation paCkage at a futuI:'e date if the need arose,
SIMAN is a powe:c'ful general-purpose process oz:ientated simulation language with full capability for modelling combined disc:z:'ete and continuous systems. It is designed around a logical modelling framewo:z:'k
in which a simulation pz:'oblem is decomposed into a
'model' component
and an 'experiment' component" The model describes the elements of
the system such as machines, storage points , work uni ta etc,
and
their intel:'-relationships - it contains all the detailed logic of the
system. The expeZ:'iment component specifies the experimental conditions fOl: a :C'un of the model such as machine capabilities and the
statistics to be :z:'eco:z:'ded for the run" The expe:c'imental conditions
are external to the model logic and may be easily changed without
affecting the basic model definition. The capability also exists for
the user to wz:'ite and access custom FORTRAN subroutines to augment the
SIMAN routines" Foz: a detailed explanation of the wor'kings of the
language, see Pegden (1986).
Appendix 1 below indicates how the model and experiment a:z:e processed
individually and combined to be executed by SIMAN..
As the simulation
is executed SIMAN automatically saves the :z:'esponses of any variables
specified in the expez:'iment..
The SIMAN output pI:'ocessor can then be
used to analyse the results to produce plots, tables, barcha:z:'ts, histograms or cor:z:'elograms of the saved responses"
Examples are given in
the detailed discussion of the models below"
A z:eview of SIMAN
applied to mining systems is given in Mutmansky and Mwasinga (1988).
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HISTORY OF STMDITATIQN AT

MNM

computer simulation has been used on a number of occasions to assess
alternative capacity expansion proposals..
Pur'don and Elbrond (1978)
describe a comparison between a GPSS simulation model of the Railroad
operation and a queueinq theory approach"
The model was used to
assess the likely impact of increased numbers of tr'ains and tr'ack
maintenance r'equirements as well as the benefits to train running of a
track realignment and regrade over' the section of r'uling grade" This
model was later amended and updated to evaluate a variety of proposals
z::'egar'ding train operations (BrOwn, 1982),
Originally z::un on an IBM
mainframe, the Railroad model has been rewritten in SIMAN as two separ'ate models (Mainline and Hedland Marshalling Yard) and cur'r'ently run
on an IBM PC AT"
Concern over possible harbour' constr'aints during the 1970 S led to the
development of the harbour simulation modeL
Originally written by
members of the oper'ations Research group at BHP's Newcastle steelworks, the model has been upgr'aded a number of times"
The model was
r'ecalibrated in 1986 to take account of the alter'ed shipping r'ules
resulting from the harbour dr'edging pr'oject,
I

In addition to the prototypes of the models described below, othe:r::
models have been developed for' the Railroad s wagon (o:r::'e car) repaiz::
shop and certain aspects of the mining oper'ation,
I

SIMUlATION EI,SEWHERE

The use of specialised simulation languages for p:r::'oblem solving in
Australian transport entez::'prises would appear to be rar'e, although
there ar'e signs that as a technique it is gaining an increased following" There are perhaps two reasons for the lack of published mater'ial
on simulation modelling in Australia; the fir'st is that it is likely
that not much work is being carr'ied out (or at least by r'elatively few
practicioners) and the second is that the r'esults of such work is
usually commercially sensitive, certainly for private companies ..
In a z::'eview of transportation software~ Wadwha (1987) :r::'efe:r::s to a
number of specific in-house simulation progr'ams in use in Australia
but notes that most of them ar'e application specific and unfoz::,tunately
does not x'eport the language the pz::ograms ar'e written in"
Englund (1984) discusses differ"ent types of simulation and points out
the diffe:r::'ence between simulation and optimisation techniques such as
linear' pr'ogr'amming,
In discussing t:r::'anspor't applications (particular"ly harbours), The point is made that one of the main problems in
applying simulation techniques is the communication between the
t:r::'ansport manage:r::' and the simulation analyst r'ega:r::ding:
(a) misinte:r::'pretation of objectives and scope of study
(b) understanding of the system and inte:r::-relationships
(C) difference between the real system and how it is simulated
(d) interpretation of the results and application of subjective
judgement
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Ellson and Englund (1987) describe the application of simulation techniques to the evaluation and planning of productivity improvements on
the Robe River' Ir'on Associates railway in the Pilbara.
As noted
above, the RRIA operation is similar' in many ways to those described
here, with a similar concer'n for determining fleet requirements and
throughput for' given scenarios.
The RRIA model was written in GPSS
and x:'un on an IBM mainframe and the authors note the problem associated with the type of output produced by GPSS, in particular communicating the results of the model run to the client..
welch and Gussow (l986) investigated the relative effects of a number
of alternative main line capacity impr'ovements on Canadian National
Railway using a SIMSCRIPT model.,
The study showed that sufficient
capacity could be obtained through shortening track sections by adding
intermediate signals r'ather than extensive double tr'acking.
The
interaction between tr'affic and tr'ack maintenance was particular'ly
important because of the long lengths of single tx:'ack on the network.
The work resulted in CN being able to defer over' C$350 million of
capital expenditure"
The eN models appear to be similar in many
t:'espects to those described by Ellson and Englund and the MNM Railr'oad
models described below" Engelber'9 (1986) outlines the r'ole of simulation in the automation of hump marshalling yards on CN"
Wolf (1987) discusses the application of simulation to r'ail t:l::'ansport
management at Nor'folk Southel:'n Railway,
Bell (1985) reviews the
impact of animation, particularly for' interactive models, on simulation and oper'ations l:'esearch" Sturgul and Harrison (198'7) describe
the use of GPSS and simulation in the mining industry based on
Australian examples
ctmpmx

STJIDTES

Ht" Newman's suite of simulation models consists of;
(a) Train Performance Calculatol:' to determine l:'un times and fuel usage
(b) Raill:'oad Mainline Model - mainline operations
(C) Hed1and Marshalling Yal:'d Model - shunting oper'ations
(d) Pox:'t Stockyard Model - dumping, stacking, reclaiming and shipping
(e) Harbour' Model - vessel movements including dz:'aft restrictions and
tug r'equir'ements
(f) Intel:'action Model - tr'ain dumping, port maintenance and fleet
requirements
All of the models (except the TPC) overlap to some extent in the sense
that vaz:'ious aspects of the operation ar'e covered in differing levels
of detail, depending on the particular application under study.
FOl:
example, the Hainline model covel:'S in some detail signal operation,
train l:'unning and delays but the yard operation and train dumping al:'e
handled by a single queue and a pair of dumping distributions" Simila:c'ly, the Harbour model assumes ore always to be available fa:c
reclaiming and does not consider' stockyard operations at all, being
pl:incipally concerned with shipping movements.. The rationale of this
appr'oach (and its problems) is discussed furthel:' below.
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All of the models are being used to assess the effectiveness, or
otherwise, of specific capital or operational improvements to O1:'e
transport and handling,
As par't of the planning pr'ocess, the simulation studies provide a quantitative measure that can be used as input
to the financial and economic evaluations dur'ing capital budget
pz::eparation" In addition to high level str'ategic studies the models
have also been used to evaluate low level oper'ational p.toblems and
potential sOlutions" These az:'e expanded upon below"

Rai 1 road Studies

The cu.t'.t'ent versions of the Railroad simulation models have evolved
from the GPSS model referred to above.
Initially developed in-house,
the model's shortcomings (and those of GPSS) prompted a majo.t' z::'ewrite
using a different language.. Because of increasing concern within MNM
ove.t' the ability of the ma.t'shalling yard to p.t'ocess an all LocotJ:'ol
t%:'ain opeJ:'ation, the model was split to cover mainline and yar'd operations separately" The redevelopment was carried out by BHP MelbouJ::'ne
Research LaboratoX:'ies"
To date these two models have not been
extensively used, due to other' commitments of the site officers
involved" An attempt has been made to animate the mazshalling yar'd
model, however' this appear's to have been unsuccessful par'tly because
of the complexity of the model (it contains details of all track sections and switches in the ya.td, shunt locomotives and-rakes of car's)
and pa%:'tly because of software limitations"
Investigations ar'e
cur'%:'ently unde%:way to overcome these pr'oblems"
Due to the changes in Railroad operations since the GP'SS vez::'sion was
fit'st wr'itten, the mainline is no longer seen as a significant bottleneck" Originally designed to handle up to l.2trains per day, CUt rent
forecasts are. fOJ:' only 6-8 Locotrol trains per day thus pz::'oblems ar'e
more likely to be experienced in the tez::minals..
Studies a%:'e being
carz:'ied out to confirm this and quantify the congestion in the terminal under various %:'ailing strategies and timetables"

port-Railroad Interaction

This model was developed to assess proposed alte.t'ations to the ox'e
handling plant maintenance shutdown" The current procedure for carrying out preventative maintenance on the two ore handling plants is to
shut down both plants, thei%:' attendant conveyor's and stacke.t's for
app%:'oximately 1.2 hours per week" This ar'ranqement is largely dictated
by manpowet' availability and the physical layOut of the plants.. Even
at faiJ:'ly low .t'ailing r'ates, the effect of this shutdown was clearly
evident in the queueing which occuJ:'red in front of the dumpers, mainly
on the actual shutdown day (rhursday) as the observed data in Figure .2
shows" Using the observed data to generate vaz:'ious input distributions, a simple single dumper model was written to test the effect of
the shutdown scenax:"ios" The model logic .t'eplicates the steps taken by
trains and rakes of cars through the train cycle (Appendix 2), including the faix'ly elementax'Y decision of cancelling train depa%:'tures when
insufficient rolling stock is available"
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By adjusting the input data
distributions
for
dumping
times, the effect of physical
impr'ovements in the or'e handling plant downstxeam of the
car dumper' on tt:'ain operations
could be modelled"
This preliminary study indicated that
apart fr'om eliminating
the
shutdown
entirely
(not
a
viable proposition), changes
to the shutdown arrangements
had a slight effect - the mor'e
significant variable was the
dumping ot:' processing rate"
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FIG 2" Observed Waiting Time
Figures 3 and 4 below show typical examples o~ plots obtained from the
SIMAN output processor'"
The particular statistic 1:'equired (in this
case, wait time and rakes waiting to be dumped) can be plotted for any
desired portion of the simulation run..
Thus pr'oblem areas can be
identified and examined in considerable detaiL Her'e, the system
states ax'e being examined for a per'iod of approxiinately two weeks I
clear'ly showing the same queueing identified in the real world data.
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FIG 4 .. Waiting To Dump Queue

FIG 3" simulated WC\iting Time

This model has now been enhanced to include the effects of different
dumping strategies fox different O1:'e types I train dumping using both
dumpers simultaneously and specific tr'ain departure times fox' differing train lengths and destinations" A locomotive maintenance module
has also been incot'porated, however' this has not been used extensively
pending the availability of locomotive service time data"
With a locomotive fleet of only 53 units, it is highly likely that
availability of motive power may become the critical factor' in system
throughput" The most significant finding that resulted from the use
of this relatively simple model was the identification of the high
degree of inter'action between the Port and Railroad systems and the
relative insensitivity of the system to most variables, apar't fr'om the
processing r'ate as shown in Figure 5.. Previously, this interaction
effect had been accounted for in capacity calculations by a simple
factor,
however the model showed that the
effect varies with
throughput"
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consideration of
a
simple
queueing system would
show
this to be an obvious conclusion, however many planning
studies are concerned with the
performance
of
par'ticular'
sub-systems and little consideration given to how all
the sub-systems act together,
This study showed that the
obvious solution of pur'chasing
more rolling stock would yield
little additional throughput
and that the preferred or mo'r'e
cost effective solution was to
inc.z:'ease the ore processing
capability thr'ough the fixed
plant,
Stoclsya ut
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FIG 5" Typical Results
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with more products being introduced into the MNM operation, it became
necessary to investigate the limitations imposed by a fixed stockya.rd
area and ageing equipment" With the complex nature of the yard oper-"
ations and the fluctuating vessel arr"ivals, and to a -lesser;' extent the
variation between t.z:"ain arrivals, a computer simulation of the ya.z:'d
was seen to be the best method of investigating the yard limitations,
Simulation Modelling Services Pty. Ltd"
were briefed to develop the
model to .z:'un on an IBM AT pe.z:'sonal compute.z:" using the simulation language SIMAN and to be g.z:'aphically animated using CINEMA"

stOCkyard Operations

Trains a.z:'e generally split into two r'akes on ar'rival at Port Hedland
and the rakes a.z:'e dumped in one of two r'otar'Y dumpers that feed the
ore processing plants.
The ore flow is shown schematically in Figur;'e
1 above.
Oz:'e is cI:'ushed and screened to produce two pr;'oducts; "lumps"
and "fines", which is then fed by conveyo.z:' to the stackout system
where four' t"ail mounted stackers stack the ore in designated ar"eas
Recent modifications enable limited amounts of special products to
bypass the crushing and sCI:'eening process to be stacked diz:'ectly in
one specific aI:"ea of the ya.t"d ..
Four bucket wheel J::'eclaimer's are able to reclaim the o.t'e and convey it
to two shiploaders at the berthing facilities..
rwo of the reclaimers
are .tail mounted on the same rails as two of the stackez:'s and the
other two reclaimers are smallez:' crawler reclaimers that work in unison,
This means that one machine may block access of the other on the
same track to a particular paI:'t of the yard leading to significant
delays, par'ticularly du:r.:ing shiploading" This was one of the specific
operational problems to be investigated with the model..
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Each of the three reclaim systems can feed either of the two shiploaders but only one .t'eclaim system can feed a shiploader at a time ..
Being mounted on the same tracks enables each loader to service eithe.t
of the two berths and two loaders can sez:'vice one vessel if the ore
and reclaiming systems are available.

The stockyaz:d model does not simulate individual conveyoz:s in the yar'd
but treats each of the main ope.t'ating areas as separate units with
their own rated capacity and availability.. The inte.I'actions between
each of these operating areas is modelled in detail to repr'oduce the
process described above ..
The model allows the ya.t'd stockpile areas to be defined as .t'equired
and areas may be dedicated to individual products or may be available
for two products.
Dead areas of ore that can not be directly reached
by the .t'eclaimez:'s can also be included as part of the stockyard layout.
The yaxd layout may be changed to include new stackers and
z:'eclaimers with theix:' associated conveyors ..
various railing schedules for: diffe.I'ent ore types can be set up but
the model does not include detailed movements of trains aI:' rakes..
rhe
maximum number of ore ca.t's available in the railing system can be
specified in the model and a par'ticular railing schedule will only be
achieved if all tr'ain r'akes are pr'ocessed without an excessive queue
of rakes building up outside the dumper'.. The rate at which ore caI'S
are dumped is determined by the px:"ocessing and stacking r'ate downstream of the dumper and allowances are made for: equipment breakdowns '.
Shipping movements ax:'e not modelled in detail but the vessel size and
ax:rival pattern can be varied to load up to three diffez:'ent cargoes"
The model will use two shiploadez:'s to load a vessel if the necessary
equipment and ore is available however the model ~ DQ.t include any
quality control aspects and all stockpiles az:'e considered to be "on
grade" whether they are completed oz: are in the px:'ocess of being
built"

This model is the latest to be developed and is still undergoing final
testing, however it x:'eflects the cur':cent yar'd operation and stockpiling strategy.. It will be used to investigate the effects of increasing the numbez:' of products handled through the yard and the most
effective and economical way of increasing throughput capacity of the
stockyar'd.
Typical options to be investigated for the effect on
capacity include:
a new reclaiming system
increasing the number' of scz:'eens and/ot, cr'ushers
ioct'easing conveyor capacities on stackout .t:'outes
introducing a cross yard conveyor system
Figure 6 below shows a typical plot of achievable vex'sus planned tonnages fOl:' a particular screening scenax:'io,
FOl: example, if more
Screens were available in the or'e processing plants, the or'e would be
processed fastex: and fewer trains would be cancelled (for a given
fleet size), r'esulting in a higher' yard capacity"
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The gr'aph indicates how the
divergence between planned and
achieved tonnages determines
the capacity of the yard. The
actual capacity is difficult
to ascer'tain because of the
railing and shipping fluctuations that may occur, A constant buffer of stock with
:cegulaz:'
vessel
and
tz:'ain
arrivals would be the ideal
situation to allow for quality
blending of stockpiles and for
small fluctuations in arr~
vals.. Yaz:'d capacity may also
vaz:y with different product
mixes ..

HarbguT

Achieved Tonnages
fr,m St.""" $Im,""." """

.

-"., "
FIG 6

Sample Model Results

~

Development Qf..1:hiil ~
A computez:' simulation of the harbour' was originally

developed in 1975
in the SIMULA language foz:' use on the BHP Cybernet Netwoz:'k with the
aim of analyzing tug and tug manning requir'ements..
The model was
modified considerably as more infoz:mation was required on other areas
of the port oper'ations until it became too complex and the z:'esults
questionable"
In 1985 the model was completely r'e-written with the
following objectives:
- to pz:'oduce a model that z:'eflected the cur'.t'ent opez:'ating p.t'ocedures
- to include sufficient detail to ensu.t'e that various featuz:'es of
the haz:bou:r; influenced the harbouz:' capacity cO.trectly
- to provide a flexible planning tool that was easy to use and
modify by MNM personnel
The model was developed by the Opez:'ations Research Group at BHP Newcastle using
SIMULA, the same language in which the original model
was written
SIMULA was chosen because of the r'equir'ement to run the
model on the company IBM mainf.t'ame computer and because of the expertise available within BHP,

The harbour model simulates all facets of vessel movement within the
harbouJ:' and takes into account tidal conditions, underkeel cleaz:ances,
tug availability, daylight and night time movement r'estrictions,
vessel type and caJ:-go prioJ:ities, time between movement rest.t'ictions
and disruptions due to weather' or industJ:'ial action,
The ship loading
at MNK facilities is modelled in detail, with all other useJ:s of the
port being modelled with statistical distributions of theiz: loading/unloading times"
The availability of the reclaimer/shiploading equipment
is not
included as this is accounted fOJ:' in the ship loading rates,
rhese
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This is the real capacity of the harbour, but the capacity as far as
MNM is concerned would be set at a maximum turnaround time (say 60
hours as in the figure) which would be acceptable to the vessel
charterers and the demur'rage
acceptable to MNM.
Setting acceptable
tUJ::'naround. to another' level (say 100 hour's) gives a higher throughput,
albeit with a higher demur'r'age cost .. Similarly, capacity may be
determined by loader/reclaimer equipment utilisation rather than a
maximum turnaround time,
Figur'e 8 opposite shows
a
typical plot of har'bour model
results indicating how
the
loader utilisation incr'eases
as tonnage increases"
The
r'eclaimer
and
shiploader
equipment may have a maximum
availability
because
of
planned
maintenance
and
expected breakdowns so
the
capacity may be set by this
constr'aint"

LOADER UT lLlSA TlON vs 1 HROUGHPUT
'00

,~

1

"
>0

.... ,

To.,.. s......

~'"

FIG 8., Simulated
ticn
The plot of berth occupancy
against tonnage shown in Figure 9 indicates that a maximum
berth occupancy of only 85% is
achievable because
of
the
restZ:'iction of vessel movements to tidal windows and the
r'estriction of specific time
intervals between vessel movements" Again, capacity can be
infer'red fr'om some
maximum
level of ber'th utilisation set
by exter'nal factors.

•

-

u.x Ut"" "

Shipl.oader utilisa-·

BERT H UT ILlSA TlON vs 1 HROUGHPUT

FIG 9" Simulated Ber'th Utilisation
Additional ber'ths or diffez:'ent berth configuz:'ations and capacities can
be investigated to help 'in selecting the
most cost effective
combination" Because the model uses detailed under keel clearance and
tidal movement logic, the effect of diffez:'ent channel depths on the
MNM capacity can also be quantified. With laz:'ger vessels allowed to
ber'th the capacity would increase for' the same berth occupancy and
less vessel movements would be required to achieve the same tonnage"
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A new reclaiming system to replace an existing one would inc.z:'ease the
ave.z:'age shiploading .z:'ate which in turn would increase the pOI:'t capacity.
rhe model was used to investigate the effect of different
.z:eclaiming rates on pOI:'t throughput to identify the most cost
effective size of reclaimer.
The harbouI:' model has proved to be an effective planning tool that has
assisted MNM
in making decisions about large capital outlays..
It
includes the majo.z:'ity of rules used in the real life operation of the
ha.z:'bour, but as with all models it is a simplification of the real
operation and has to be used as such..
With the complexities of the
inter-.z:'elated va.z:'iables within the harbour operations, no other technique, apart from simulation, could provide the necessa.z:y quantitative
analysis to aid in the justification of capital expenditure ..
MANAQEMFjlIT {l\NAr,YST INTERACTTOfi

Experience indicates that the use of simulation modelling as a planning aid, is directly p.z:oportional to the skills of the analyst in
intex:'preting the problem, developing a solution or methodology to
solve the problem, and t.z:'anslating the results of that analysis into
terms that managex:'s can relate to and use in making decisions..
As
others have indicated, one of the most impox:'tant facto.z:'s is the communication between the analyst and the client manager or decision
makex:"
Managers generally must make decisions based on incomplete
knowledge, usually in a compressed time frame and often without a
clear formulation of the pI:'oblem..
The analyst then, must reduce a
"feeling" or "concern" into a quantifiable pI:'oblem, this gene.z:'ally
means a detailed understanding of the day to day operations of the
enterp:C'ise is mandatox:y oX:' that the analyst can conununicate with the
people who actually "put ox:'e on ships" to gain that understanding.
Fundamental to obtaining an acceptable solution is an appreciation of
the business' objectives and any (budgetary) constraints that may preclude some possible alternatives"
Regular communication is vital.. It is likely that a detailed simulation model will take some months to construct and validate, by which
time the ox:'iginal px:oblem may have disappeared,
been solved or
supplanted by mor'e px:essing matters" RatheI:' than rely on the client,
the analyst should be checking regularly to determine if he is still
wOI:'king on the right px:'oblem.. This implies that if simulation is the
chosen method to evaluate the alternatives, the model should start
simple and grow mOJ:'e complex as the various facto.z:'s are explored in
consultation with the client ..
statistical and simulation jargon are of no interest to the client ..
Any limitations of the model and implications of vax:'iability have to
be explained in clear, easy to understand tex:n'ls.. This is paI:,ticulaX:'ly
tI:'ue for decision logic; there will always be a set of real world
circumstances that is not covered by the model that particularly concerns the client and will pt'obably involve revision of the model
logic..
since it relies on statistical variation, simulation modelling
will give outputs that a.x:'e themselves points in a distribution.. Thus
the analyst will have to undertake a number of t'eplications of a particulaI:' run and present the findings in unambiguous terms..
This can
be critical when major capital decisions can rest on whether or not
there is any "real" diffeI:'ence betSol'een alternatives ..
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Finally, unless the analyst is principally involved in the analysis
and solution of day to day problems, there exists the likelihood that
none of the pr'oposed solutions or investigated alternatives will ever'
eventuate" This is par'ticularly so fox:' the higher level applications
in strategic planning"
The net r'esult of several weeks modelling
effox:,t may be that none of the proposals is viable and that has to be
accepted by the analyst.

CQNCI.nSTQNS

The experience with simulation modelling, in particular' the use of a
microcomputer based language, indicates that the appr'oach is a valuable decision aid" Suitably designed models can help quantify the
effects of capital investments and changes in operating practice and
gJ:'eatly assist in the development of cost effective solutions to a
range of px:oblems"
The appJ:'oach taken at Mt" Newman has been one of incremental development, models ar'e developed, extended or amended as required,
The
overlap between the various models is seen as a benefit since r'esults
from the var'ious models can be compared and used as a form of validation and confirmation"
The diffeJ:ing levels of complexity also
allow a J:'ange of pr'oblems to be addr'essed, fr'om strategic decision
making to assisting line management with day to day pr'oblerns"
Ihis
allows broad parameters to be defined by high level models and then
used as input to fine tune solutions using more detailed models such
as the stockyard model"
The need for:' some form of overall "system"
model has been canvassed however such a model is not seen as necessary
a t this stage since its functions ar'e alr:'eady covered by existing
models,
The need fOJ: soms form of cost optimising model is still
being addr:'essed although the number of variables involved (data collection would be a major task) would seem to preclude such a model at
present ..
The continued development of simulation models is expected to involve
more animation and possibly to the development of inter'active systems
that pr'ovide diz'ect decision support to plant operator's and controller's.. With increasing computing power becoming available at lower'
cost, such systems could be constructed in the very near future thus
pr:'oviding all levels of the organisation with a tool fOl:' assessing the
effects of all types of decisions ..
Finally, in a closed system, such as the mining operation described
her'e, the ability to minimise costs is easier:' in the sense that most,
if not all, costs ar'e inter'nal and each pa:z:'t of the tr'ansport system
can be analysed to determine its effect on other parts,
For' the more
common situation (in Austr:'alia) where the transport or shipping operatoJ:' is independent of the freight forwar'der, it is likely that significant savings could be made if the transport task is analysed as a
whole to determine the effects of the interaction between each element
of the pr'ocass,
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APPENDIX 2
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4PP!NDIX :!l
HARBOUR MOOEL ClASANISAlION (SIMUL.A)
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